For this lesson:

A. Present a list of the new vocabulary that has helped you improve your English in the last five weeks. Give definitions to each one and how each item has helped you. (Daniel, Carol, Viktoria, Tatiana, and Fernanda).

B. Based on your understanding of the reading, define the following terms:

Undergraduates
Administrator (as in paragraph 13/R01)
Unix
MIT

moderation of a group
Birds of a feather
gate (as in paragraph 26/R01)
bell and whistles (as in paragraph 7 second reading)

B. Now, answer the following questions:

1. Based on both readings for today, what personal characteristics make us part of a society?
2. How has technology changed the forming of new societies/groups of people?
3. What are some of the major technological advances that have changed societies, as we knew them?
4. How has science in its different forms changed the forming of new societies/groups of people?
5. What are some of the major scientific advances that have changed societies, as we knew them?